
Compositions (and Decompositions) of F\rnctions

A ,,composition-' can mean many things. It can mean a work of art, music, or writing. It can be a way of

combining molecules. It can even be (apfarenily) a type of doll. In mathematics, it refers to a very specific

way of .o*birrirrg functions. There are flve main ways to combine twcj functions to make a new function:

(1) add them
(2) multiply them
(3) subtract them
(4) divide ihem
(5) compose them

The first four ways are "arithmetic" combinations of functions, which we've talked about. The last way,

composing functions, is the most complicated, so it gets a section all to itself'

Remember how functions can be viewed as machines? They have inputs, they process the inputs somehow,

and they spit out outputs. They're mathematical machines. Composing two functions is like linking two

machines together. It,s taking an input, running it through one machine, taking t}re output of that machine

and running that through the second machine. In other words, the output of the first machine becomes the

input of the second machine. In mathematical notation, we can write it this way:

Giventwofunctions,fartdg,thecomposition/ogisthefunctiondefinedby(/oS)(r) :fb@))

Here, 9 is the flrst machine and / is the second. Let's decipher the notation just a bit. The notation

/ o g is just how we write the composition of these two functions, and we say " f of 9." On the other side of

the equation we have f (s@D.Here, you can think of r as an input into the function 9. Then 9(z) is the

corresponding output. lihen'we're pluggrng g(r) i,nto the function f ; in other words, we're writing 9(r) as

an input for the function /, so we get /(9(r)).

There are a few ways we can try to make this more concrete. Let's take two functions as an example'

Let'ssay f("):3r_ iand.S@):12+7. First, let'scomputethecompositionofthesetwofunctionsfora
few specific inputs. What if we want to know " f of g" for the input 3? To compute " l ol g," we first piug

3 into the function g, to geL 9(3) :32 + 1 : 10. so 9(3) : 10. We then take that output' and use it as an

inputtothefunction/.So*epiug10lnto/,andget/(10):3.10-2:28.Therefore,(/o9)(e):28,
Let,s do another one. What if we want to know (/ o9)(r)? We first compute 9(1) : 2, then plug that output

into /, to get /(2) : 4, so in other words,

(/ " g)(t) : /(g(r)) : f(2,\ : 4.

So computing a composition of functions for specific inputs is just a matter of doing some piugging in, or

il*:**- 
frr.r.iio.r, at certain points (since you might not always have a formuia for each function) ' Try

(1) Let l@) :2r2 and' s@) : r -l- 3' Find the following values'

(a) ff.s)(-1) = [f$t-rt) : g

(b) (s 
" 1)(-r1 = 5

(.) (so s)(2) = g

(2) Suppose /(1) : 2, f (0):5, g(2):6, s(3):7 and s(-3) :0. Find the following values'

(") (/ 
" 

g)(-e). : 5
(b) (g. f)(t).)b



(3)

(4)

f (x), Jx 9 
(x)= (x*r)r

Suppose / is the function that takes a number aid doubles it and 9 is the function that adds 1 to a

number and then squares that sum. Find the following values'

(") (l o s)Q) = S

(b) (g 
" /)(-2) :q

(c) (/"/)(s) :t1
Let /(r) and g(r) be functions defined on [0,5] with the graphs shown below' use the graphs to

evaluate the following.

(r) (/ . e)(1) : Ll

(b) (i "il(21--7
(.) (g o /)(5) : L{

Now,rnhatif wewant aformulaforthecompositionof twofunctions? Wehaveaformula{or f (f(t):
Zr -2), and we have a formula for g (g(r) : 12 * 1), so conceivably, u,e shouid be able to fi.nrl a formrrla for

I o g. Ttrrns out this isn't too hard, eiiher. Imagine what we're doing - we're taking some arbitrarv number

i.ui it r), and ptugging it into g. The output of g is going to be 12 + 1. That output we're going to take

ancl plug.into the functi,on /. What / does is taksan input, multiply it by 3, and then subtract 2 (because

the flrmula for / is f (r):3t- 2). So if we plug inz.z * 1to /, we get z(n2 +1) -2'Therefore'

(/ " g)(") : 3(rz + 1) - 2 :3r2 * 7

Noticethatwecouldcompute (/o9)(3) or (/o9)(1) usingthisformulainsteadof thestep-by-stepprocess

we did above, and we'Il get the same answers:

(/ "s)(3) 
: 3(3') * 1 : 3. e+ 1 : 28

(/.s)(t) : 3(1') * 1 : 3' 7 + 7 : 4

So now we know what a composition of two {'unctions means, we know how to compute it lbr speclfic

inputs, and we know how to comfute a formula for it if we have formulas for each of the individual fulctions.

Now fol a few facts about compositions of functions.

o The Order Matters. Composition of functions is doing things one at a time. When you do things

one a time, the order you do them matters. If you put on your socks first and then your shoes, you

will have a very different result than if you do things the other way around.

r Things Can Get Tlicky with Domains Tty this example. Let /(r) : ], and.let S@):1- r.
The number 1 is in the domain of /, and it's in the domain of g. Is it in the domain of / o 9? What

aboutso/? 
Qrj)t,r=[(o)= * =oql,{n",),so !;s ,.olia[o^ol.'rl 1"3

($ .l) (,) -- 

$ 
(,) :l-l: Q,/, so 7 i, in do^o'^ '{ 3'(



l

Elere's some practice flnding formulas for compositions and determining what falls in their domains.

(5) Let l@):.GB and 9(r) : a2 * 1. Find the formulas for the following functions.

ts--
J x'2r t-5 =

(a) /os :

(b) eol:

k) s"g 
=

(^I,-s )'+ I

(*'{J * \

: X-S+l : X-tt =(4, flx)

: (x?+ r[x)+r) + I =
(6) Let f(*):fr^"u s@):*

I

(.)

I

- x^l

(b) Is -1 in the do#il o'f 
'f o o? {-\ x-l

)^, ,. 
^ 

,- -,jfu*)),:^ flc*l = 2 ,
rs o in,rj.(#;l)),i "f,

= 2/ trs -l fl in'lo,,oin{ (oJ

Perhaps even more oftdn than comilosiirg functions, we want to decompose functions. That is, we want
to take a compiicated function and break it down into smaller parts by writing it as the composition of two
simpler functions. For example, maybe we have the function:

h(r) : \,tr; -7
That might be kind of complicated to deal with, and many times (most especially in calcuius) we want to
decompose it into smaller parts. Like breaking down a molecule to look at its atoms. So we could decompose
h as f og, where f ("): yG and S@) -3r*7. Knowing how to decompose functions properly is a very
important skill to iearn for calculus.

Tlydecomposingthefollowingfunctions. Findtwofunctions, f andg, suchthat h("): (/o9)(o). Just
to mess with you, we'Il throw j.n one that doesn't actually decompose in this way.

(7) h(r):5r * 6

0(r))X +L o(x):Sx
U

(8) fr,(r) :
-2t1

lrfr$!'ifii= += ,n,ti..'s r no o is ** in sl,no'nof f's
oftdn than combosiirs functions. we want to decompose functions. That is, we want

g (x) ?,('+ \

Do* ,.rY dcreetfNc

(ro) h(z):i-r

e (v)> x-l g,,D-- *
(11) Find three hnctions whose composition is h(r) : 

#-. 
Can you find four? Five?

Ffx)= +
(s) n(r):"+*

t(r) = * J(x): f(*)= *
)

j(x):x)

x2+ I

C [*) =

Jl.- r -l

g tx)'-Il+l -3


